
Arts Building Resilience: Honorable Mention
Hearts Need Art: Gratitude Grams

Problem: 
Post COVID-19 burnout is causing a crisis-level nursing shortage. Like many organizations, we
wanted to do something to help build resilience with healthcare workers. Early in the pandemic,
we made several attempts to engage with healthcare staff with little success. Our healthcare
workers shared that they did not have time to add even a 15-30 minute arts activity to their day
despite the potential benefit to their mental health. They were already burned out and
overworked. We realized that an effective program would be short, accessible, and delivered
directly to them to avoid the mental overhead of scheduling or travel. Our healthcare workers
also shared stories of mistreatment they received from patients and their family members. They
put their lives on the line and received little appreciation from the people they served. How could
we use the arts to help healthcare workers feel appreciated, inspired, hopeful, and energized? 

Solution: 
We took the feedback from our healthcare workers and created the Gratitude Grams (GG)
program. Once participants enroll on our website, we match them with one of our writers,
musicians, or visual artists based on their preference. Once matched, the assigned team member
sends a personal email welcoming them to the program and asking for any personal requests for
songs, art projects, etc. Healthcare workers then receive regular emails with a link to a video from
a musician, artist, or writer on our team. We also collect notes of gratitude from community
members and include these notes in our Gratitude Grams. Other musicians from the community
(symphony members, school music groups, etc.) also contributed videos to share with healthcare
workers. Each 3-5 minute video includes a message of thanks and an encouraging song, poem, or
art activity. 

In the registration form, healthcare workers can share what they hope to get out of the GG
program. Here are a few examples: 

“I would like to see the art, and know that people out there wish me well. My whole family is in
Missouri so I haven't been able to see them for almost 2 years now due to.COVID and it makes
you feel isolated. And I want to see something happy after working all last year in the COVID ICU.”

 “Practice of self care and stress management.” 

“Something to lift my spirits—it’s been a hard year.” 



Venues: 
Once we designed and piloted the program, we shared the resource with our healthcare
partners. For example, the nurse director of the COVID units at Methodist Hospital in San
Antonio, TX loved the program and enrolled her whole team. We posted on social media,
shared on podcasts, and posted in Facebook groups for nurses. Healthcare workers from all
over the country found our program through social media and we currently have enrollees
from 7 states representing over 30 healthcare facilities. 

Results: 
After healthcare workers watch their GG, they have an opportunity to complete a short survey. 
95% of respondents would recommend the program to a friend. 
84% reported an improved mental state after watching the GG. 
100% reported an uplifted mood 
95% felt more hopeful 
89% felt more energized 
100% felt more appreciated. 

Participants also shared the following testimonials in the survey: 
“Nurses occupation is in the midst of the worst for others. Thank you for choosing to be there
for us.” 

“Receiving a Gratitude Gram was a bright spot in a stressful day. The time spent by the artists to
make beautiful music is very much appreciated.” 

“Gratitude Grams are a blessing that so many can benefit from. Healthcare workers work
tirelessly to take care of others and this small yet large gift of gratitude brings so much peace
and joy. This reminds healthcare workers that we are not forgotten but appreciated. I loved my
gram, I cried the first time I listened. That is saying a lot for one moment in time that I will take
with me.” 

“Thank you so much for including me in such a wonderful program; this truly made my day! I
feel that often times the work we do takes precedence over the fact that we are also people
trying to survive this pandemic. You taking the time to send this and create such an amazing
program is most appreciated! I look forward to receiving more of these in the future!” 

Numbers: 4153 Gratitude Grams sent between February 2nd and September 7th, 2021 



Future: 
Since returning in person, we began providing live Gratitude Grams to healthcare staff. Our
musicians travel to different nursing stations in local hospitals, play music, and share one of the
notes of gratitude from the community. The response has been overwhelmingly positive. So
much so that the Methodist Healthcare System in San Antonio recently committed funds to
expand the Gratitude Grams program to all 8 of their hospitals. 

For more information, visit heartsneedart.org/gratitudegrams 

http://heartsneedart.org/gratitudegrams

